
Question: We have a 2010

Renault Clio 1.5 dCi in the

workshop with a clonking noise

from the front of vehicle when

moving off or changing from

forward direction to reverse

direction. We have heard the

clonking noise on road test, but

we have been unable to find

the source of the clonking

noise in the workshop. We have checked the

steering and suspension components, which all

seem to be OK. We have checked all of the

major bolts within the engine bay are to the

correct torque. Can you help?

Answer: We are aware of this clonking

noise you describe, and it is due to hardening

of the engine mounting rubber and/or

misalignment of the RH engine mounting. This

fault affects Clio II models with K9K/F9Q

engine codes. First of all, check the engine

mounting for grooves (see fig1.1). Renew the

engine mounting if no grooves are present. If

renewing the engine mounting, do not refit

the plastic cover (if originally fitted). If retaining

the existing engine mounting, remove and

discard the plastic cover (if fitted). With the

new or existing engine mounting in place,

apply grease (Molykote) to the engine

mounting grooves (see fig1.1). Move the

engine backwards and forwards to align the

engine mounting. Ensure engine mounting

retaining nut/bolts are tightened to the correct

torque setting. Carry out road test to ensure

clonking noise has been eliminated.
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GatesTechZone is the online resources

designed to solve many mechanical

mysteries that garages commonly

encounter. 

The latest mystery solved by the

Gates Tech Team concerned 1.6 and 2.0

engines in certain VW Group vehicles,

including many VW and Audi models. The

OE tensioners on some vehicles look

completely different to the replacement

parts supplied inside the aftermarket

boxes, causing confusion and delay in

repairs.

However, subscribers to the free Tech

Tip service at the GatesTechZone website

receive direct emails about technical

updates, changes to recommended

installation procedures and parts

innovations as they emerge. When Tech-

Tip No.12 was sent out, it solved the VW

mystery, speeded up repair procedures and

has taken pressure off technical help lines.

Tech Tip 12 explained that although

Gates and another OE parts manufacturer

(Litens) are suppliers of the timing belt

drive systems on these vehicle ranges,

there are visual and physical differences

between the tensioners designed for the

same systems. Gates Darren Spooner said,

“The Gates tensioner is a Single Eccentric

(off-centre) design. The Litens tensioner is

‘Double Eccentric’. It is vital that

mechanics appreciate that although the

parts look different, they will both fit the

appropriate applications. It is also

important that they understand that the

installation procedures for each tensioner

is different.”

Installers can receive Tech Tips
straight to their inbox and see the VW
tensioner Tech Tip by signing up for
the free service at
www.gatestechzone.com/en/register.

Gates TechZone
solves VW
tensioner mystery

Latest Laser Toolsaver
promotion

The latest edition of the popular Laser

Toolsaver promotional catalogue, is included

in the September edition of Autobiz magazine. It

is packed with great offers on specialist Laser

Tools, which are now available at special deal

prices from factor stockist nationwide.

Some of the highlights are items that can

save a huge amount of time in the workshop.

These include:

• 7270 miniature bulb

remover. These Bulb

Removal Pliers are

suitable for Bayonet,

Screw and Wedge

designs and ideal for

the easy removal of miniature style bulbs fitted

to cars, boats, planes and many other

electronic devices in hard to reach locations.

• The 7364 magnetic socket holder is made

from strong steel and powder coated for

convenient storage and easy access to sockets.

It features 4 external magnets and a magnetic

base. 

• Part of the Connect Consumables range,

part no. 

34039 is a Fuel System Connectors Kit.

It contains 'T' type, 'L' Type, Offset, Angled

(90° & 102°) & Snap Lock connectors suitable

for Bosch, Siemens and Delphi Injectors.

This allows a cost effective repair to

damaged connectors on a common rail

fuel systems.

• Laser 7293 is a Connector/Terminal

Removal Kit for use on VAG models. It is

especially suitable for MAF sensors,

headlights. Fog lights and terminal blocks and

is designed for use on most push pull style

connectors.

Items from

the Laser Toolsaver

23 promotion can

be ordered from

motor factors. 

For more information and local stockist
details call Carcessories on
01-450-2771.




